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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Gold Standard and Costa Rica partner to safeguard integrity
in the voluntary carbon market
For the first time, a national government and an international climate standard
collaborate to ensure claims around carbon offsetting and carbon neutrality can
be made responsibly under the Paris Agreement.

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA – 12 October 2021 – As Net Zero
pledges proliferate and demand for carbon credits grows, Gold Standard and Costa Rica
announce that they will partner to develop best practices for processes to ensure the
integrity of voluntary carbon offsetting claims.
With a changing policy landscape under the Paris Climate Agreement, new
requirements are needed to ensure “carbon offsetting” “climate neutral” or even
emerging claims like “carbon negative” are credible and deliver on their promise that
carbon offsetting will not ultimately cause damage to the atmosphere but rather enable
increased mitigation ambition.
“Corresponding adjustments” are one such provision. They ensure that a credit used
towards a voluntary offset claim by a business or individual is not also claimed by the
government hosting the carbon offset project or any other party or organization, which
over a longer term could result in an increase rather than a reduction of emissions.
Through this partnership, Gold Standard and the Ministry of Environment and Energy of
Costa Rica will explore how corresponding adjustments can be operationalised for
voluntary carbon offsetting, in a way that ensures rigour, clarity and credibility and
represents a high-integrity application of Article 6 rules currently under negotiation.
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Beyond integrity, the partners will focus on issues of fairness and access for all
stakeholders, protection of human rights, particularly those of indigenous people and
local communities, and the promotion sustainable development amidst a just transition
to a low carbon future.
Gold Standard Chief Executive Margaret Kim says, “Without trust, markets can’t
function. As the voluntary carbon market now seeks to scale as a climate solution, we
have to ensure not only that carbon credits represent real, independently verified
climate impact, but also that investors, consumers, and the general public can believe
in the claims that companies make. We have great respect for Costa Rica’s efforts to
raise ambition in carbon markets, including as the driving force behind the San Jose
Principles, and are delighted to enter into this partnership.”
Costa Rican Minister for Environment and Energy Andrea Meza Murillo says “We can not
afford the luxury of wasting time or resources on schemes that fail to live up to the
moment. Carbon markets, whether under the UNFCCC or otherwise must be
implemented focused on environmental integrity, on the protection of Human Rights,
particularly of Indigenous Peoples and other local stakeholders, on robust accounting
on the basis of corresponding adjustments, and on ensuring a just transition to an
adapted, resilient and decarbonized world.”

About Gold Standard
Gold Standard (www.goldstandard.org, @goldstandard) was established in 2003 by
WWF and other international NGOs as a best practice standard to help the world
#GrowToZero. All Gold Standard-certified projects and programmes accelerate
progress toward the Net-Zero ambition of the Paris Climate Agreement while
catalyzing impact toward the broader Sustainable Development Goals. Its standard,
Gold Standard for the Global Goals, allows climate and development initiatives to
quantify, certify, and maximise their impacts toward climate security and sustainable
development. Certification against the standard provides the confidence that these
results are measured and verified, enabling credible impact reporting. ISEAL Code
Compliant and backed by a broad NGO Supporter Network, Gold Standard has 1900+
projects underway in over 90 countries, creating billions of dollars of shared value
from climate and development action worldwide.
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About the Costa Rican Ministry of Environment and Energy
The Ministry of Environment and Energy of Costa Rica (MINAE) is in charge of issuing
policies on environmental protection, of managing and sustainable use of natural
resources and of promoting the use of energy sources to achieve the fulfillment of the
objectives and goals proposed in the ministerial plans and programs and in the National
Development Plan in the country. It is the ministry that oversees Costa Rica’s Payment of
Ecosystem Services program and other climate-related policies.
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